
CONTINENTAL

YOUTH SOCCER LEAGUE PROGRAM

75% of the soccer marketplace in the USA plays the game at the recreational 
league level, and Soccer is the #1 participation sport in the United 
States for children under the age of 8 years old. Xara Soccer uniquely understands 
this dynamic, and how it can positively impact the sales and success of a 
Sports, Inc. dealer. With this thinking in mind, we are excited to extend the 
following program special.
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STORY
Today the Dinos are going on a Jungle adventure.  

Activity  1  Travel to the Jungle.

Organization - set up a 20x20 

outside.

  First we have to get to the jungle, does any know how far away 
  most jungles are?  We have to take a plane to the jungle.

  A)  Is everyone ready, make a plane by extending your arms out to   
  the side and have the children do the same.  Parents are the   
  passengers and walk behind the kids holding the ball.  Have all of the  
  children make the noise of their plane as they are going around the   
  area.  (Play for one min)  Let the children move around the area   
  randomly.

Coaches points of Emphasis (Introduce one at a time.)

Follow the 3 Stage Development Process: 

1. Flock of Birds – Change the way we are going to make sure we 
 don’t hit the birds.

2. Lunch break – Stand still and pretend to sip a drink (when they have the ball at their feet have them place one foot on top of the ball)

3. I see the sea …  move to the windows in the plane (edge of the area and look).

B)  Have each child place their ball on the ground this time they are going around (plane motion again) this time they have to dribble the ball around with them.  
      (2 Min)

C)  Coming into land – We have to practice our landings (roll the ball in front of them chase the ball and stamp on their heads). “We have to keep the dinosaurs  
     on the runway otherwise they may be eaten by jungle creatures.”  Practice a couple of times and then make a big deal of landing in the jungle.  
 

Travel to the Jungle

DINOMITES® IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF XARA SOCCER.  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

REWARDS & AWARDS
The Dinomites program offers a 
suite of online materials that can 
be downloaded and used by 
administrators, coaches and 
parents to enhance the overall 
experience for everyone involved.
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